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Abstract. This paper presents a Bayes document classifier using
phrases as features. The phrases are extracted using a grammar that
iteratively applies the rules to the sequence of words in the document.
This grammar is generated from a training set using statistical word as-
sociation. We report an improvement in the classification over the “bag
of words” representation.

1 Introduction

Growing number of text information available on the internet is raising interest
in automatic analysis of text data. A number of machine learning approaches to
sort and organize this data have been proposed, such as document classification,
document clustering, and information retrieval [7]. Many of these approaches are
based on the “bag of words” approach, where the entire document is represented
as a list of all the unique words found in the document ignoring the order of the
words. This paper presents a document classifier that takes the word order into
account by extracting phrases from the documents and using them as features
in the classifier.

One of the first approaches to extract these collocations was by Church and
Hanks [2]. They use the word associations to build more comprehensive dictio-
naries that better reflect actual language use. An improvement on this technique
by Smadja presents the Xtract lexicographical tool in [10]. This tool extracts
phrases by first identifying bigrams using a technique similar to the one pre-
sented by Church and Hanks and then analyzes all the sentences containing the
bigrams by examining the distribution of words and parts of speech of the words
surrounding the bigram pair in each sentence where the pair occurs.

A phrase extraction technique presented by Ahonen-Myka et. al. in [1] finds
a set of all maximal frequent sentences, i.e. such sequences of words that are
frequent in the document collection and are not contained in any other longer
frequent sequence. This technique works in two phases. The first phase extracts
all the frequent phrases, where a sentence is considered frequent if it occurs
in at least σ documents. In the second phase, co-occurrences of the maximal
frequent set of sentences are found by discovering which sequences tend to co-
occur together.
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new york stock exchange

Fig. 1. Structure of the phrase “new york stock exchange”

A number of approaches have been used to extract phrases for the purpose
of machine learning tasks. Fagan [5] presents two methods to extract phrases for
an information retrieval application: a statistical method based on simple text
characteristics and a syntactic method that generates phrases from syntactic
parse trees. He reports that the syntax based method is better than the statistical
method, however the performance of both methods was found to be variable.

Mladenić and Gorbelnik [8] extract phrases for text categorization. They
enumerate all possible phrases up to a length of five words and use feature
extraction to prune out the irrelevant phrases. The remaining phrases are used
in a document classification task using a Naive Bayes classifier.

This paper presents an algorithm for extraction of phrases using the statis-
tical collocation by building a hierarchical grammar structure of sub-phrases.
The hierarchical structure allows extraction of phrases of any length by simply
adding more rules, as well as extraction of all the constituent sub phrases. For
example, the the phrase “new york stock exchange” contains two sub phrases
“new york” and “stock exchange”. The phrase forms a hierarchical structure,
as shown in Figure 1, which can be captured by the presented hierarchical gram-
mar.

To extract the phrases, a grammar is first constructed from a training corpus.
This grammar is iteratively built by merging adjacent words tokens together to
form a rule, which can be further merged together in subsequent iterations. The
merging is performed according to mutual information association measure. To
extract the phrases, the grammar rules are applied in the order of the association
weights to a test document until no more rules can be applied. The extracted
phrases are tested on a document classification task and is shown to improve the
performance of a Naive Bayes document classifier.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes document classifica-
tion using Naive Bayes classifier, Section 3 outlines the grammar based phrase
extraction technique. Section 4 gives the results of the classification experiments,
and Summary and Future Research is presented in Section 5.

2 Document Classification

The objective of document classification is to assign a document into one or more
classes. This is typically achieved using one of the machine learning techniques,
which learns the classification decision from a training set of examples. We use
the Reuters document data set, where the categories are not mutually exclu-
sive and may overlap. As a result, the classification task is treated as a number
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of binary classification tasks. A different classifier is constructed for each cat-
egory, and each of these classifiers determines if the document belongs in the
corresponding category.

Using the machine learning techniques, the objective is to learn from a train-
ing set of examples to assign a document into one or more categories. since the
categories may overlap, each class is treated as a binary classification problem.

The first step in the document classification is to transform each document
into a feature vector that can be used in a machine learning approach. Each
document is represented as a feature vector of distinct words (also called terms) ti
that appear in the document. To reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector,
the words in the document are processed by stemming each word to its base form,
and removing a list of very frequent words, called “stop words”. Most document
classification approaches use the individual words as the features and ignore the
order of the words in the document.

This paper presents a technique that extracts phrases as well as words from
each document, and uses both as the features to classify the documents. The
Naive Bayes classifier is used to classify both the base case using only words as
well as the test case using words and phrases.

2.1 Naive Bayes Classifier

To classify the documents we use a Naive Bayes classifier as presented in [6]. The
assumption behind Naive Bayes classifier is that the features are independent
of each other, and this is certainly not the case with words and phrases as
features. However, according to [4] the lack of independence does not necessarily
mean that the classifier will perform poorly. Empirical evidence suggests that
a Naive Bayes classifier performs surprisingly well despite the lack of feature
independence [6,8].

The classifier is constructed form the training data to estimate the probability
of each class given the document feature vector. Using the Bayes theorem, we
can estimate the probability that a document with a feature vector d belongs to
a class cj as:

P (cj |d) =
P (cj)P (d|cj)

P (d)
(1)

The denominator of the above equation does not differ between categories and
can therefore be left out. Using the assumption that the features of the vector
d = (t1, . . . , tM ) are conditionally independent and (1) becomes.

P (cj |d) = P (cj)
M∏

i=1

P (ti|cj) (2)

An estimate P̂ (cj) for the class probability P (cj) is calculated as a fraction of
the training documents assigned to the class cj as:

P̂ (cj) =
Nj

N
(3)
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where Nj is the number of documents assigned to class cj, and N is the total
number of documents. To estimate the probability P (ti|cj), we use the Laplace
estimator:

P̂ (ti|cj) =
1 + Nij

M +
∑M

k=1 Nkj

(4)

where M is the feature vector size, and Nij is the number of times feature i
occurred within documents from class cj . Despite the fact that the assumptions
of conditional independence is generally not true for word appearances in docu-
ments, the Naive Bayes classifier is surprisingly effective.

2.2 Feature Selection

Using all the available features results in a very large feature vector. In order to
reduce the size of the feature vector we use the χ2 feature extraction [11]. For
each feature ti and class cj we calculate the χ2 statistic of the features relevance
to the category.

χ2(ti, cj) =
N(AC − CB)2

(A + C)(B + D)(A + B)(C + D)
(5)

A is the number of times ti and cj co-occur, B is the number of times ti occurs
without cj , C is the number of times cj occurs without ti, D is the number
of times neither cj nor t occurs, and N is the total number of documents. The
features that occurred at least 3 times in the training corpus and have χ2 statistic
greater than 3 are selected.

3 Phrase Grammar

The phrase extraction is performed by iteratively merging bigrams together
using a similar approach as Ries et. al. in [9]. The first step is to create a fre-
quency table of all the bigrams in a training corpus, and calculate the mutual
information for all bigrams. The bigram with the highest positive mutual infor-
mation is replaced in this corpus with a new symbol, and a rule is entered in the
grammar. This new symbol may be merged with other adjacent words or sym-
bols in subsequent iterations. The frequency counts and association weights for
all the bigrams are recalculated to reflect the merge operation and the procedure
is repeated until there are no more bigrams with positive mutual information. To
extract the phrases, a similar iterative algorithm is used. First, a list of bigrams
from the input word sequence is collected and similar iterative bigram merging
algorithm is applied. However, instead of calculating the mutual information
from the occurrences, the weights extracted from the training corpus are used.

3.1 Grammar Generation Algorithm

The grammar generation algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The algorithm inputs
a training word sequence L and collects occurrence counts for all the words and
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input training sequence L
fill the word counts C and pair counts M from seq. L
for for every non-zero entry of M[i,j] do

X[i,j] = association measure between i and j
end for
while do

i,j = indices of maximum entry in X
if X[i,j] ≤ 0 then

break
end if
g = next available grammar rule index
add the rule {X[i,j], g ← i, j} to the grammar
for ever occurrence of adjacent pair i,j in seq. L do

replace the pair i,j with g
update counts M, C and recalculate X from counts

end for
end while
return grammar G

Fig. 2. Grammar extraction algorithm

adjacent word pairs. The occurrence count of each word is stored in a vector C
and the occurrence count for each adjacent pair of words is stored in a count
matrix M.

From these counts, we can calculate the probability P (ti) of a token ti and the
probability P (ti, tj) that a token ti is followed by token tj . With the probabilities,
the association measure for all possible token pairs is calculated and stored in an
association matrix X. The algorithm then selects two adjacent tokens ti and tj
with the highest association measure, w = X[i,j], and forms a new rule:

w : tk ← ti, tj

The rule is added to the grammar and all occurrences of the adjacent tokens ti
and tj in the sequence L are replaced with the new token tk. The occurrence
count vector C and matrix M are updated to reflect the fact that there is now
a new token tk and fewer of the child tokens ti and tj , and then the association
matrix X is recalculated. The algorithm iterates until there is no pair of adjacent
tokens with positive association weights.

An example of the generated grammar for the phrase “new york stock
exchange” extracted from the Reuters corpus using mutual information as the
association measure is shown in Figure 3. This grammar contains four terminal
rules and three non terminal rules. The terminal rules have no association weight
and simply map each of the input word strings to of the tokens: t1, t2, t3, and t4.
Each of the three non terminal rules combines together a pair of adjacent tokens
with a positive association measure.

The association measure is calculated by first counting the number of times
two tokens ti and tj occur independently and the number of times they occur to-
gether, and from these the corresponding probabilities P (ti), P (tj), and P (ti, tj)
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Weight Rule Expanded Phrase

– t1 ← new new

– t2 ← york york

– t3 ← stock stock

– t4 ← exchange exchange

7.681 t5 ← t1 t2 new york

5.260 t6 ← t3 t4 stock exchange

8.513 t7 ← t5 t6 new york stock exchange

Fig. 3. Resulting grammar from the phrase new york stock exchange using
the mutual information association measure

are calculated. Each of the measures then compares the actual probability of the
two tokens occurring together with the estimated probability of co-occurrence
assuming the tokens are independent.

Mutual information is used as the association measure, and is defined as the
measure of the amount of information that one event contains about another
event [3]. Positive mutual information indicates that if the first event is observed,
the probability of observing the second event is increased. Given two tokens ti
and tj , then the mutual information between them is given as:

I(ti; tj) = log2

P (ti, tj)
P (ti)P (tj)

(6)

where P (ti) and P (tj) are the probabilities of the occurrence of each of the
tokens and P (ti, tj) is the probability that the token ti is followed by token tj .

3.2 Phrase Extraction Algorithm

Given a grammar of rules and an input sequence of word tokens, the phrases
contained in the text sequence are to be extracted. This algorithm, as shown
in Figure 4, inputs a sequence L and a grammar G and outputs a vector out-
put containing counts of all the applicable rules from the grammar in the test
sequence. These rules are expanded to form the extracted phrases.

The initialization is similar to the grammar generation, where occurrence
count of each adjacent word pair is stored in a matrix M. Rather than using
association measure the weights in the grammar are used. For each non-zero
entry M[l,r], that also has the corresponding rule in the grammar, the weight
of the rule is used in the corresponding entry X[i,j] in the association matrix.

Similar iterative loop is used to find the greatest weight in X, but instead of
creating new rule, a corresponding index of the vector output is incremented.
At the end of the algorithm the vector output contains the counts of all the
applicable rules, which can be expanded to the extracted strings. The update
of the sequence L, count matrix M and the association matrix X is done the
same way as in the grammar generation algorithm. The algorithm iterates until
there are no more applicable rules, i.e. there are no more positive entries in the
X matrix.
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input test sequence L and grammar G
fill the pair counts M from sequence L
for every non-zero entry M[i,j] do

if there exists rule {weight, g ← i, j} then
X[i,j] = weight

end if
end for
while do

i,j = indices of maximum entry in X
if X[i,j] ≤ 0 then

break
end if
find the rule {weight, g ← i, j} in the grammar
increment output[g]
for ever occurrence of adjacent pair i,j in seq. L do

replace the pair i,j with g
update counts M and recalculate X from grammar

end for
end while
return output

Fig. 4. Phrase extraction algorithm

4 Results

The classifier was tested using the Reuters corpus. From all the available docu-
ments, 6 000 were randomly selected as the test set. From the remaining docu-
ments 10 000 were randomly selected as the phrase extraction training set, and
from this set 6 000 documents were selected to train the classifier. Total of 6
experiments were carried out, each with a different random split and the results
were averaged.

The effectiveness of the classification is summarized in four contingency table
values:

a = the number of documents correctly assigned to the class
b = the number of documents incorrectly assigned to the class
c = the number of documents correctly rejected from the class
d = the number of documents incorrectly rejected from the class

To evaluate the performance of classifiers, precision and recall are calculated as:

precision =
a

a + c

recall =
a

a + b

(7)

Examining precision or recall alone is misleading, as there is a trade-off between
the two values. Therefore each classifier is tuned, such that the precision and
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Table 1. Break-even values for the Reuters test corpus

category Naive Bayes Naive Bayes Difference
words phrases

australia 46.98 % 50.30 % 3.31 %
belgium 46.46 % 48.10 % 1.63 %
brazil 72.83 % 74.28 % 1.45 %

canada 56.24 % 59.92 % 3.67 %
china 66.47 % 67.15 % 0.67 %
france 58.82 % 62.18 % 3.36 %
japan 67.81 % 72.71 % 4.90 %

switzerland 51.87 % 61.26 % 9.39 %
uk 69.24 % 72.65 % 3.41 %
usa 91.34 % 92.38 % 1.03 %
ussr 62.36 % 65.25 % 2.89 %

west-germany 66.11 % 71.20 % 5.08 %
earn 88.23 % 88.77 % 0.54 %
acq 68.14 % 70.68 % 2.54 %

money-fx 73.07 % 76.54 % 3.47 %
grain 75.62 % 75.44 % -0.17 %
crude 74.42 % 76.66 % 2.24 %
trade 62.08 % 63.61 % 1.53 %

interest 63.04 % 68.21 % 5.17 %
ship 70.54 % 71.22 % 0.67 %

wheat 66.97 % 68.93 % 1.96 %
corn 55.77 % 57.44 % 1.66 %

recall are equal, resulting in a break-even point. Table 1 shows the break-even
points for both the classifier using words only and classifier using phrases (and
all sub phrases) for the tested categories. We apply all the extracted phrases and
sub-phrases to the classifier, and let the feature selection “decide” which phrases
are best suited for the classification task. The phrase classifier consistently im-
proves the break-even point by several percent over the word classifier.

5 Summary and Future Research

We presented a method of phrase extraction based on the mutual information
association measures of adjacent words and reported on the use of the phrases
in a document classification task. We reported consistent improvement of the
break-even point classification performance, however the improvement is on the
order of a few percent. Examining the extracted phrases manually showed that
many of the extracted phrases are very good, however we attribute this poor
performance to two factors.

The first factor is the total number of extracted phrases is significantly less
than the total number of extracted words. Typically, only about 10%− 15% of
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the extracted features are phrases and the rest are words. In the future we hope
to increase the number of phrases extracted by increasing the training set to
generate the grammar. Using a small phrase extraction training set, we are able
to only extract phrases that occur within the small training set.

The second factor in the poor performance is the fact that there are many
phrases that correspond to the same feature, yet have a different sequence of
words. Consider the phrases: president bush, president george bush, and
president george w. bush. All these phrases would be considered as unique
features, however they all refer to the same person and should be treated as the
same feature. To improve this, in the future we propose that the extracted words
and phrases should be clustered together based on the the context they occur
in.
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